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Abstract 

The small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) family is composed of five members, SUMO1, the 

highly similar SUMO2/SUMO3, SUMO4 and the tissue-specific SUMO5 (SUMO1P1). 

Sequence variation in SUMO4 is thought to prevent its maturation, resulting in an un-

conjugatable SUMO isoform, and consequently, its functions are poorly understood. Here we 

show for the first time that SUMO4 promotes DNA double-strand break signalling in a manner 

distinct from SUMO1 or SUMO2/3. We show that SUMO4 function depends on interaction with 

partner proteins through SUMO interacting motifs and, on its inability, to be conjugated. We 

show that SUMO4 promotes the activity of the SUMO protease SENP1. In the absence of 

SUMO4, reduced SENP1 catalytic activity results in hyperSUMOylation that unbalances the 

recruitment of several DSB repair factors, including RAP80. These data reveal that SUMO4 

acts as a buffer for the SUMOylation system. 

Introduction 

The repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) is dependent on a series of tightly regulated 

post-translational modifications (PTMs) of both the surrounding chromatin environment and 

the repair factors themselves (Dantuma and van Attikum, 2016). PTMs, including 

phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquitination and SUMOylation tune the DSB repair machinery 

to ensure correct pathway choice and amplitude of response, collectively ensuring genomic 

stability (Garvin, 2019).  

Conjugation of SUMO (Small Ubiquitin-like Modifiers) to target lysine (SUMOylation) has 

essential roles in the repair of DNA double-strand breaks through regulating recruitment, 

activity and clearance of proteins localising to DSBs (Galanty et al., 2009, Hariharasudhan et 

al., 2022, Morris et al., 2009, Galanty et al., 2012, Luo et al., 2012, Pfeiffer et al., 2017, Vyas 

et al., 2013, Yin et al., 2012, Garvin et al., 2019). Many proteins involved in DSB repair 

signalling are SUMOylated in basal and stressed conditions, but for many, the role 

modifications have is not clear (Garvin and Morris, 2017, Hendriks and Vertegaal, 2016, 

Kumar et al., 2017). Multiple DSB repair factors interact with SUMO1-3 through SUMO 

Interacting Motifs (SIMs) (Pfeiffer et al., 2017, Guzzo et al., 2012, Hu et al., 2012) or other 

SUMO binding domains such as ZZ domain (Danielsen et al., 2012), or MYM type zinc fingers 

(Guzzo et al., 2014, Lee et al., 2022). These interactions are consistent with the proposed role 
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of SUMO as a “molecular glue” wherein high local concentrations of SUMOylated factors - 

such as chromatin surrounding a DSB, act as binding platforms (Psakhye and Jentsch, 2012, 

Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2021). Disruption of the balance of conjugation and deconjugation has 

profound effects on a cell's ability to repair DSBs and maintain genomic stability (Garvin, 2019, 

Garvin et al., 2013, Dou et al., 2010, Dhingra and Zhao, 2019, Schick et al., 2022).  

The SUMO family is composed of five members, SUMO1, the highly similar SUMO2 and 

SUMO3 (SUMO2/3), SUMO4 and SUMO5 (SUMO1P1). All conjugated isoforms utilise the 

same E1-E2-E3 conjugation enzyme machinery. Paralogue specific modification can have 

different outcomes for the modified protein due to discrimination by protein “readers” of SUMO 

modification between isoforms (Varejao et al., 2020, Pichler et al., 2017, Lascorz et al., 2021).  

SUMO4 is a protein-coding retrogene located within an intron of the TAB2 gene that shares 

86% homology with SUMO2. SUMO4’s conjugation status is controversial. Some reports 

suggest SUMO4 is conjugated under certain conditions (Guo et al., 2005, Wei et al., 2008, 

Garvin et al., 2022). However, proline 90 within the C terminal tail interferes with SUMO 

protease-mediated exposure of the di-glycine motif, so P90 is expected to render SUMO4 un-

conjugatable. Little is known about the biochemical or physiological activity of the SUMO4 

protein.   

Here we describe a critical role for unconjugated SUMO4 in DSB signalling. We show two 

surfaces are required for SUMO4 function: its SIM binding groove and the region surrounding 

Met55. We find SUMO4 regulates the catalytic activity of the SUMO protease SENP1, which 

in turn regulates SUMO1-3 conjugate amplitude. In DSB signalling SUMO4 regulated SENP1 

catalytic activity restricts the accumulation of the RAP80, maintaining a correct balance of 

DSB repair factors. This work reveals that SUMO4 is a key regulator of the SUMO system. 

SUMO4 is required for DSB repair 

SUMO1 and SUMO2/3 isoforms have non-redundant roles in DSB repair, although the exact 

roles for the two pathways are not fully understood (Garvin and Morris, 2017). To determine if 

SUMO4 has a role, we used siRNA targeting SUMO4 but not the closely related SUMO2 or 

SUMO3 (Figure 1a). All tested SUMO4 antibodies cross-react with SUMO2/3 (Garvin et al., 

2022), but we confirmed knockdown of exogenous 6xHis-HA SUMO4 with our siRNA 

sequences (Supplemental Figure 1a). Using integrated SceI reporters of HR (gene 

conversion) and NHEJ repair, we assessed the influence of siRNA to each SUMO family 

member. For both repair pathways, we found siRNA to SUMO4 reduced GFP repair outcome 

(Figure 1b-c). We next measured the kinetics of γH2AX foci following exposure to 4 Gy ionising 

irradiation (IR) in U2OS treated with siRNAs to each isoform. All, including SUMO4 siRNA 

slowed the clearance of γH2AX foci in both EdU negative and positive cells (Figure 1d and 

Supplemental Figure 1b).  

Next, we sought to determine what influence SUMO4 depletion has on DSB signalling. We 

first assessed MDC1, a well-characterised repair factor that requires SUMOylation for 

clearance from DSBs (Luo et al., 2012, Pfeiffer et al., 2017, Garvin et al., 2019, Galanty et al., 

2012, Yin et al., 2012). Consistent with the literature, depletion of either SUMO1 or SUMO2/3 
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slowed MDC1 foci resolution, while SUMO4 had no effect (Figure 1e and Supplemental Figure 

1c).  

We assessed the kinetics of RNF168 and found reduced foci accrual in SUMO1 and SUMO4 

depleted cells, while SUMO2/3 depletion resulted in excessive RNF168 accrual at early time 

points (Figure 1f and Supplemental Figure 1d). 53BP1 is recruited to damaged chromatin by 

ubiquitinated H2A/H2AX generated by RNF168 (Fradet-Turcotte et al., 2013). We found 

siSUMO1 ablated 53BP1 foci accumulation while SUMO2/3 had less effect (Figure 1g and 

Supplemental Figure 1e). This is consistent with earlier reports that propose this aspect of 

DSB repair is primarily SUMO1 dependent (Galanty et al., 2009, Morris et al., 2009, Danielsen 

et al., 2012). SUMO4 siRNA depletion had similar effects on 53BP1 foci kinetics to siSUMO1. 

We examined end-resection and homologous recombination as measured by RPA32 pSer33 

foci and RAD51 foci, respectively and found that depletion of SUMO4 caused a reduction in 

both these measures (Figure 1h-i).  

To compare SUMO isoforms, we tested colony survival of SUMO isoform depleted U2OS cells 

following treatments with IR, camptothecin, cisplatin or the PARP1/2 inhibitor, olaparib. 

SUMO4 depletion increased sensitivity to these agents to a level comparable to, or greater 

than, SUMO1-3 depletion (Figure 1j-m). SUMO4 siRNA depletion also sensitised HeLa cells 

to IR, camptothecin and cisplatin (Supplemental Figure 1f). To further explore the role of 

SUMO4, we used CRISPR-Cas9 to target the SUMO4 locus in U2OS cells, generating clones 

that lacked SUMO4 expression, hereafter SUMO4KO. Independent U2OS-SUMO4KO clones 

generated from different gRNAs, were similarly sensitive to treatments with IR, CPT, and 

cisplatin (Figure 1n and Supplemental Figure 1g-h). Taken together, these data indicate that 

SUMO4 promotes the cellular response to DNA damage. 

Conjugation independent role of SUMO4 in DSB repair 

To address the required conjugation status of SUMO4, we performed complementation 

analysis using Wild-type (WT) protein, SUMO4 bearing a stop codon prior to the glycine 

residues essential for conjugation in other isoforms (T91X) and SUMO4 bearing a stop codon 

after the glycine residues (V94X), thereby artificially maturing it, and making SUMO4 

conjugation proficient (Figure 2a). In line with expectations, we noted that the subcellular 

localisation of the conjugation proficient mutant V94X-SUMO4 was nuclear, like SUMO2/3, 

while T91X-SUMO4 showed cytoplasmic and nuclear localisation resembling the WT protein 

(Supplemental Figure 2a). We tested each mutant in complementation assays on both an 

siRNA depleted and SUMO4KO background using 53BP1 and RAD51 as markers of DSB 

signalling. SUMO4 lacking the di-glycine residues, T91X-SUMO4, was able to restore each of 

these markers to control/WT levels in both backgrounds, while the conjugation-proficient 

V94X-SUMO4, was defective (Figure 2b-c and Supplemental Figure 2b-c). Consistent with 

these findings, colony survival analysis of complemented cells showed the conjugation 

deficient T91X-SUMO4 and WT-SUMO4, but not the conjugation proficient mutant, were able 

to restore resistance to IR, CPT, cisplatin and olaparib (Figure 2d-e and Supplemental Figure 

2d-i). V94X-SUMO4 was also unable to restore GFP reporter activity in either HR or NHEJ 

assays (Figure 2f). Collectively these results suggest conjugation is deleterious for SUMO4 

function and that the inability to conjugate is required in DSB repair. 
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SUMO4 requires its SIM binding and Met55 patch for DSB repair activity 

SUMO4 shares several features with its SUMO2 ancestor, including the groove that partner 

proteins bearing a SUMO interacting motifs (SIMs) bind to (Figure 3a). To determine if this 

feature is functionally conserved, we generated mutations analogous to the well-characterised 

mutations in SUMO2, SUMO4 QFI-A (Q31A/F32A/I34A) (Merrill et al., 2010). We also 

assessed the common SUMO4 polymorphism M55V (rs237025) due to its conservation 

across SUMO family members and its surface exposure (Figure 3a-b). Neither mutation 

impacted SUMO4 localisation (Supplemental Figure 2a). SUMO4 siRNA depleted cells 

complemented with SUMO4 QFI-A or M55V were defective in 53BP1 and RAD51 foci 

formation, showed poor HR repair in SceI assays, and were sensitive to DSB inducing agents 

(Figure 3c-g), as were similarly complemented SUMOKO cells (Supplemental Figure 3a-f). To 

test whether M55 of SUMO4 might be part of a wider required region of the SUMO4 surface, 

we mutated two residues proximal and distal to M55 and complemented SUMO4KO cells 

(Supplemental Figure 3g). Except for Q57A, each of these mutants also failed to restore IR, 

cisplatin or olaparib resistance and did not restore control levels of γH2AX, 53BP1 or RAD51 

foci (Supplemental Figure 3h-k). These data suggest that the SIM and M55 patches of SUMO4 

have important roles in DSB repair.  

SUMO4 maintains SUMO homeostasis in response to genotoxic stress 

To identify interactors of SUMO4, we performed immunoprecipitations followed by LC MS/MS 

using WT, QFI-A -mutant and M55V-mutant SUMO4 proteins from untreated and irradiated 

HEK293 cells. This analysis identified several proteins in WT-SUMO4 and M55V-SUMO4 

precipitates that were absent in the QFI-A precipitates, including characterised SUMO 

interactors PML, PIAS1, ZMYM2, BLM and SIMC1 (Figure 4a). Indeed, the identified SUMO4 

interactors overlap with other SUMO interactomes (Figure 4a-b) (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2021, 

Shire et al., 2016, Bruninghoff et al., 2020). These data suggest SUMO4 associates with the 

SUMO system. M55V-SUMO4 and WT-SUMO4 had both shared and distinct interactions 

suggesting a subset of interactors depend on the M55 patch. Interactors unique to WT SUMO4 

and dependent on both SIM and M55 patches were rare, suggesting few are dependent on 

both surfaces, consistent with their spatial distance from one another (Figure 4b and Figure 

3b).  

The observation that several SUMO conjugation/deconjugation components interact with 

SUMO4 (Figure 4b) lead us to examine its impact on SUMO1-3 conjugates. In IR-treated 

SUMO4KO or SUMO4 siRNA-treated cells, we observed increased SUMO1 and SUMO2/3 

conjugates and immunofluorescence intensity (Figure 5a-c, Supplemental Figure 4a). 

Intriguingly, these measures were suppressed by the expression of WT-SUMO4, but not of 

the QFI-A or M55V mutants (Figure 4d-e).  

PML was the most enriched interactor of WT SUMO4 and showed reduced 

immunoprecipitation with the SUMO4 QFI-A mutant (Figure 4b). We noted an increase in the 

number of PML-NBs in cells lacking SUMO4 (Figure 5f-g). However, in contrast to the impact 

on global SUMO conjugates, complementation with M55V-SUMO4, or with the variants of the 

M55 patch, restored PML-NBs to the number seen in cells complemented with WT-SUMO4 

(Figure 5h, Supplemental Figure 4b). The PML-NB component, Sp100, showed similar 
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sensitivity to SUMO4 depletion and restoration (Figure 5i). Thus, while SUMO4 influences 

PML-NBs, this impact is, at least in part, separate from the impact of SUMO4 on DSB repair, 

which requires the M55-face (Figure 3). 

To test if increased SUMOylation observed following SUMO4 loss might relate to reduced 

repair proficiency, we reduced SUMO conjugation by short treatments with the SUMO E1 

inhibitor, ML-792 (He et al., 2017). Remarkably, ML-792 treatment improved 53BP1 and 

RAD51 foci accrual and cellular resistance to IR in both SUMO4 siRNA-treated and SUMO4KO 

cells (Figure 5j-m). To challenge this idea further, we tested depletion of the SUMO E2 enzyme 

UBC9, and found it also improved the accumulation of 53BP1 and RAD51 foci (Figure 5n-p) 

and IR-resistance of SUMO4KO cells (Supplemental Figure 4c). These data are consistent with 

the notion that hyperSUMOylation drives defective DSB signalling in the absence of SUMO4. 

SUMO4 modulates SUMO protease SENP1 activity 

The increase in SUMO conjugates detected on SUMO4 disruption could result from increased 

SUMOylation or decreased deSUMOylation. The SENP (Sentrin/SUMO specific protease) 

enzymes rapidly cleave isopeptide bonds between SUMO isoforms and their conjugates, so 

that cysteine protease inhibition is required to suppress these when examining SUMO-

conjugates in cell lysates. By generating lysates without cysteine protease inhibitors, we 

approximated the rate of SUMO1 and SUMO2/3 conjugate turnover. In SUMO4KO cells, we 

found both SUMO1 and SUMO2/3 high molecular weight species were more slowly processed 

compared to the parental U2OS (Figure 6a-d). Turnover kinetics could be restored by the 

reintroduction of WT-SUMO4 (Figure 6a-d), suggesting SUMO proteases may be less active 

in SUMO4KO cells.  

To explore whether a particular SUMO protease is influenced by SUMO4 we incubated cell 

lysates with recombinant SUMO1 or SUMO2-Vinyl sulfones. These are active site-directed 

irreversible inhibitors of SENPs (Kolli et al., 2010), that we reasoned act as a proxy for catalytic 

activity / catalytic cysteine availability. We measured the labelling of the major SUMO 

proteases SENP1, SENP3 and SENP6. Of these, we found SENP1 showed reduced labelling 

in the SUMO4KO lysates (Figure 6e-f and Supplemental 5a-d). We identified SENP1 as a 

SUMO4 interactor (Figure 4b), and these data suggest SENP1 activity requires SUMO4. Poor 

SUMO1-VS labelling of SENP1 in the absence of SUMO4 could be improved by WT-SUMO4 

expression, but not by expression of the QFI-A or M55V mutants (Figure 6g), correlating with 

the impact of SUMO4 mutants on the DSB repair response.  

We compared the impact of SENP1 and SUMO4 depletion on SUMO2/3 deconjugation rates 

and found they were similar (Figure 6h) and noted that co-depletion of SUMO4 and SENP1 is 

epistatic in colony survival assays of cells treated with IR, CPT, cisplatin or olaparib, and in 

the promotion of DSB repair foci (γH2AX, MDC1, RNF168, 53BP1 and RAD51) (Figure 6i-k 

Supplemental Figure 5e-i). We found that the catalytic activity of SENP1 is required for the 

promotion of DNA-damage signalling as complementation of siSENP1 cells with WT, but not 

the catalytic mutant, C603A-SENP1, restored γH2AX and RAD51 foci levels, and was 

essential for the survival of cells treated with IR, CPT, cisplatin or olaparib (Figure 6l-o and 

Supplemental Figure 5k-l). These findings suggest SUMO4-SENP1 function acts to promote 

the cellular response to DNA damage. 
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The accumulation of RAP80 at DSBs is regulated by SUMO4-SENP1 

RAP80 contains tandem SIM-ubiquitin interaction motifs that interact with both SUMO and 

K63-Ub (Guzzo et al., 2012, Hu et al., 2012). To determine if RAP80 is affected by SUMO4 

loss, we measured RAP80 foci kinetics in siSUMO4 cells. As expected, depletion of either 

SUMO1 or SUMO2/3 resulted in reduced RAP80 foci accumulation. Conversely, loss of 

SUMO4 caused a hyperaccumulation of RAP80 foci, which could be reversed by 

complementation with WT-SUMO4 but not QFI-A- or M55V mutant SUMO4 (Figure 7a &b). 

Similarly, depletion of siSENP1 resulted in increased RAP80 foci number, which could be 

complemented by WT-SENP1, but not C603A-SENP1 (Figure 7c). Over-expressing SENP1 

reduced RAP80 foci numbers in a catalytic dependent manner (Figure 7d-e). Remarkably 

siRNA targeting SENP2,3,5,6 or 7 had no impact on RAP80 foci numbers (Figure 7f), 

suggesting SENP1 specifically antagonises RAP80 accrual. Co-depletion of SENP1 and 

SUMO4 did not increase RAP80 foci numbers more than either depletion alone, suggesting 

SUMO4 and SENP1 are epistatic in relation to RAP80 foci number (Figure 7g). These data 

suggest SUMO4-SENP1 catalytically regulates the accumulation of RAP80 foci. 

The hyperaccumulation of RAP80 in SUMO4KO cells was dependent on upstream K63-Ub 

signalling components RNF8, RNF168 and UBC13 as depletion of these factors in both U2OS 

and SUMO4KO cells reduced RAP80 foci accrual (Figure 7h). Components of the SUMO 

conjugation system also contributes to the hyperaccumulation of RAP80 in SUMO4KO cells 

(Figure 7i). These data suggest that the hyperaccumulation of RAP80 is through the canonical 

ubiquitin-SUMO recruitment pathway. 

RAP80 acts as a recruitment module for the BRCA-A complex, which in turn contains at least 

two biochemical features that can alter DSB repair response. The first is the de-ubiquitinating 

enzyme BRCC36 which removes K63-Ub conjugates that promote RNF168 spreading and 

deposition of the H2A-Ub mark recognised by both 53BP1 and BARD1 (Kakarougkas et al., 

2013, Ng et al., 2016, Patterson-Fortin et al., 2010, Shao et al., 2009, Sobhian et al., 2007). 

The second is Abraxas, which interacts with the BRCT repeats of BRCA1 and sequesters the 

BRCA1-BARD1 dimer (Coleman and Greenberg, 2011, Cooper et al., 2009). To test whether 

these activities contribute to defective DSB repair in SUMO4 deficient cells, we overexpressed 

a catalytic mutant of BRCC36 and a phosphorylation mutant of Abraxas. When 

overexpressed, the catalytic mutant of BRCC36, H124Q/H126Q (HQ), restored the IR, CPT 

and olaparib resistance in SUMO4KO cells. The Abraxas phosphorylation mutant 

S404A/S406A (SA) which is deficient in BRCA1 interaction (Wu et al., 2016), only restored 

resistance to CPT and olaparib but not IR in SUMO4KO cells (Figure 7j-m). Collectively these 

data suggest that SUMO4 regulated SENP1 catalytic activity antagonises the formation of 

RAP80 foci to restrict the excessive accumulation of the K63 deubiquitinase BRCC36 and 

BRCA1-BARD1 antagonist Abraxas.  

Discussion 

 

Here we show a clear function for the SUMO isoform, SUMO4, and unequivocally show its 

function in DSB repair is tightly related to its non-conjugated status. We also demonstrate that 

artificially promoting SUMO4 conjugation is deleterious to DSB repair. One potential 

explanation for this is the presence of Pro90 which both prevents maturation of immature 
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SUMO and renders SUMO conjugates resistant to SENP enzymes (Bekes et al., 2011, 

Owerbach et al., 2005). This study supports the notion that SUMO4 is unique within the SUMO 

family and signals in its free state. 

 

We find that M55V-SUMO4 has overlapping interactors with WT-SUMO4, suggesting M55V 

modulates a subset of SUMO4 functions rather than eliminates them. Indeed, suppression of 

PML-NBs is independent of M55 status. Multiple studies indicate SUMO4 M55V predisposes 

certain populations to diabetes and may predispose individuals to other autoimmune disorders  

(Guo et al., 2004, Li et al., 2017b, Lin et al., 2007, Noso et al., 2005, Sedimbi et al., 2007, 

Tong et al., 2021, Tsurumaru et al., 2006, Zhang et al., 2017, Bohren et al., 2004). Our data 

support the possibility that the M55V polymorphism is functional, but whether the disease 

states associated with it relate to the phenotypes we describe is unknown. 

Our data imply that the SIM-interacting groove and M55 patch of SUMO4 modulate global 

SUMO dynamics, at least in part via the SUMO protease SENP1. How SUMO4 regulates 

SENP1 function is not yet clear. We note that we identified SENP1 as a SUMO4-SIM groove 

dependent interactor and that the SIM binding QFI-A mutant of SUMO4 is defective in 

restoring SENP1 catalytic activity so that the action of SUMO4 on SENP1 may be direct. It is 

also possible that SUMO4’s structural similarity to SUMO2/3, but its inability to be conjugated, 

modulates SENP1 catalytic activity indirectly. 

 

We propose that the accumulation of the SUMO-Ubiquitin recognition component of the 

BRCA-A complex, RAP80, is sensitive to SENP1 catalytic activity. Our data show that SUMO 

proteases, alongside the deubiquitinating (DUB) enzymes (Wu et al., 2019, Li et al., 2017a, 

Typas et al., 2016), influence RAP80 dynamics. The role of the BRCA-A complex in DSB 

repair is not fully understood but the combined contribution of the K63 linkage specific DUB 

BRCC36 and the BRCA1 interactor Abraxas have important roles in limiting BRCA1 

dependent DNA end resection and controlling K63-Ub signalling (Lombardi et al., 2017). We 

find that over-expressing a catalytic mutant of BRCC36 is sufficient to restore SUMO4KO cell 

resistance to IR, CPT and olaparib, suggesting the catalytic function of BRCC36 contributes 

to the repair defect of cells lacking SUMO4. Intriguingly, suppression of the Abraxas-BRCA1 

interaction restored SUMO4KO resistance to CPT and olaparib but not IR, consistent with the 

previously described role of the complex inhibiting DNA resection (Coleman and Greenberg, 

2011, Sobhian et al., 2007). We do not discount the potential for indirect influences of altered 

SENP function, for example, through a combined disrupted SUMO1 and SUMO2/3 signalling. 

 

These findings add to a growing appreciation that different SUMO proteases have distinct 

functions, giving rise to distinct DSB signalling defects. For example, SENP2, SENP6 or 

SENP7 disruption respectively cause excessive MDC1 turnover, RPA70-RAD51 interaction 

defects or chromatin compaction defects (Garvin et al., 2019, Dou et al., 2010, Garvin et al., 

2013). Our comparison of SUMO isoforms in the damage response also highlights their 

divergence showing distinct acute requirements for SUMO1 Vs SUMO2/3 and now illustrating 

that SUMO4 has an entirely separate role where it acts as a buffer for the SUMO-system. 
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Methods 

Cell culture and stable cell lines, and SUMO4KO, colony assays, survival assays, 

reporter assays. 

All cell lines were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% Penicillin-

Streptomycin. FlpIn stable cell lines were generated using U2OSTrEx-FlpIn (a gift from Grant 

Stewart, University of Birmingham) cells transfected with pcDNA5/FRT/TO based vectors 

(Supplementary Table 2) and the recombinase pOG44 (Invitrogen) using FuGene6 (Promega) 

at a ratio of 4 l FuGENE/ 1 g DNA. After 48 hr, cells were grown in hygromycin selection 

media (100 µg/ml) until colonies formed on plasmid-transfected plates but not controls. 

SUMO4 knockout U2OSTrEx-FlpIn were generated using two different guide RNAs pSpCas9 

(BB)-2A PURO (GenScript) plasmids that target the SUMO4 gene at nucleotides (relative to 

start codon) 150-171 (gRNA #1) and 186-204 (gRNA #4). For each gRNA three 10 cm2 plate 

of U2OSTrEx-FlpIn were transfected at 5 g DNA each, using FuGene6. After 48 hr cells were 

treated with puromycin (1  g/mL) to remove un-transfected cells for a further 48 hr. Selected 

cells were replated at low density on 15 cm2 plates to allow clonal growth in DMEM without 

puromycin. After 10 days clones were re-seeded and expanded. Clones were screened by 

PCR using primers that flank the SUMO4 gene using genomic DNA purified with direct PCR 

buffer (Viagen). Clones that displayed reduced size of SUMO4 PCR product were sequenced 

by Sanger sequencing to confirm disruption of the SUMO4 locus. Western blot with FLAG was 

used to confirm the presence of stably integrated 3xFlagCas9. Clones that were positive for 

3XFLAGCas9 were discarded to reduce the possibility of off-target editing by overexpressed 

Cas9 nuclease. SUMO4KO clone 1.11 was used for generation of all complemented cell lines 

as for the parental U2OSTrEx-FlpIn cell line. Colony assays were performed as for (Garvin et al., 

2019). For survival assays cells were seeded in 6 well plates and treated with doxycycline for 

48 hr to induce expression of SUMO4. Cells were trypsinised and seeded onto 96 well plate 

at 1,000 cells / well for 24 hr prior to treatment. Cells were treated with indicated drug 

concentration for 72 hr before staining and fixing with crystal violet (0.5% in 50% methanol), 

dried and resuspended in 10% acetic acid and absorption measured at 570 nm on a Multiscan 

SkyHigh plate reader (Thermo Fisher). Survival was measured as a % relative to untreated 
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wells. SceI reporter assays using His-HA-RFP SUMO4 were carried out as for (Garvin et al., 

2019). 

Transfection and plasmids 

DNA transfections were performed using FuGene6 (Promega) at 4 l FuGENE/ 1 g DNA on 

40% confluent cells. Transfection of siRNA were typically at 10 nM per sequence. Where two 

sequences were used per transcript 5 nM of each siRNA was used, for dual depletions a total 

of 10 nM of each siRNA was used to make 20 nM total. Dharmafect-1 was used at a 

concentration of 1 L per mL of media. 6xHis-HA SUMO4 cDNA (NM_001002255.2) was 

generated by GenScript to include synonymous mutations that render it insensitive to siRNA 

#2 and siRNA #3. 6xHis-HA SUMO4 was subcloned into pcDNA5/FRT/TO using HindIII-

BamHI sites. 6xHis-HA SUMO4 non siRNA resistant contains the original cDNA without siRNA 

resistance. 6xHis-HA-mRFP SUMO4 were subcloned from the pCDNA5/FRT/TO vector to 

pcDNA3.1 mRFP using HindIII - XhoI sites. FLAG-HA SUMO4 constructs were generated 

using primers that replaced the 6xHis tag with FLAG epitope and were cloned into 

pCDNA5/FRT/TO using HindIII - XhoI sites. Human SENP1 cDNA (ENST00000448372.5) 

was synthesised by GenScript to contain an N terminal FLAG tag and synonymous siRNA 

resistance mutations to the exon 6 and 12 siRNA used (see table 1). The cDNA also has 

synonymous mutations to remove BamHI, XhoI and NcoI sites and is cloned into 

pCDNA5/FRT/TO using BamHI - XhoI sites. Human Abraxas and BRCC36 cDNA have 

synonymous mutations to silence restriction sites and render siRNA resistance and were 

cloned into pCDNA5/FRT/TO using KpnI - XhoI.  

Western blots, vinyl-sulfone labelling, turnover kinetics 

Vinyl-sulfone labelling (VS), U2OS cells plated on 10 cm2 dishes were treated as indicated for 

48 hr before pelleting in ice old PBS and lysis in 1 mL of buffer (150 mM NaCl 10 mM HEPES 

pH 7.8, 10 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 340mM Sucrose, 10% glycerol 0.2% NP40, protease and 

phosphatase inhibitor cocktails) followed by sonication and clarification by centrifugation. HA-

SUMO-VS (Biotechne) were diluted in PBS and added at a final concentration of 10 ng in a 

volume of 100 L for 20 min incubation at room temperature. Reactions were stopped by the 

addition of 6x Laemmli buffer and boiled. Turnover kinetics, for each condition 2x10 cm2 dishes 

of U2OS (1x106 cell) were plated, siRNA transfected, and doxycycline treated for 48 hr. Cells 

were pelleted in PBS a control for each condition was lysed in 1 mL of buffer (250 mM NaCl 

10 mM HEPES pH 7.8, 10 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 340 mM Sucrose, 10% glycerol 0.2% 

NP40, protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails) containing 200 mM IAA. After vigorous 

mixing by pipette for 30 seconds 150 L of sample was added to 50 L of Laemmli buffer. For 

turnover cells were lysed in buffer without IAA, mixed by pipetting and 150 L samples mixed 

at indicated times with Laemmli to stop deconjugation, samples were subsequently sonicated 

and boiled. 

Immunofluorescence 

U2OS were plated at 2.5 x 104 cells/well on 13 mm glass coverslips in 24 well plates (Corning) 

and attached overnight prior to siRNA depletion for 48 hours. For pre-extraction after 1x PBS 
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wash cells were treated with 250 µL / well ice cold CSK buffer (100 mM NaCl, 300 mM sucrose, 

3 mM MgCl2, 0.7% Triton-X100 and 10 mM PIPES) for 30 seconds prior to fixation with 4% 

Paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS at room temperature for 10 minutes. For non-pre-extracted 

samples cells were fixed in 4% PFA at room temperature for 10 minutes followed by 

permeabilisation with 0.5% Triton in PBS for 5 minutes. Coverslips were blocked with 5% FBS 

in PBS for 1 hour at room temperature followed by incubation with primary antibodies at 1 

µg/mL (or 1:1000 for recombinant and CST MAbs) overnight at 4 °C in 5% FBS. Coverslips 

were washed twice with PBS followed by incubation with Alexa-Fluor 555 conjugated 

secondary antibodies at 1:2500 for 2 hours at room temperature in the dark. Cells were 

washed twice with PBS prior to incubation with 250 µL of Hoechst (1 µg/mL) for 2 minutes. 

Coverslips were mounted on slides using Immuno-Mount (Thermo Scientific) and sealed. 

Imaging was carried out on a Leica DM6000B microscope using an HBO lamp with 100W 

mercury short arc UV bulb light source. Images were captured at each wavelength sequentially 

using the Plan Apochromat HCX 100x/1.4 Oil objective at a resolution of 1392x1040 pixels. 

Mass-spec 

HEK293, 7x 10 cm2 plates per condition treated with doxycycline, were transfected with 4 g 

/ plate 6XHis-HA SUMO4 WT, QFI-A and M55V for 72 hr prior to irradiation at 4 Gy or were 

left untreated. Cells were lysed 1 hr post irradiation. For lysis, cells were scraped in ice cold 

PBS, pelleted, and lysed in buffer (150 mM NaCl 10 mM HEPES pH 7.8, 10 mM KCl, 1.5 mM 

MgCl2, 340mM Sucrose, 10% glycerol 0.2% NP40, protease and phosphatase inhibitor 

cocktails, 200 mM Iodoacetamide). Lysates were sonicated and clarified by centrifugation. 

Cleared lysates were incubated with HA magnetic agarose (Pierce) overnight with gentle 

agitation at 4C. Beads were washed 4x for 5 minutes each with lysis buffer followed by elution 

by boiling in 6X Laemmli buffer. Samples were separated on 4-20% Tris-Glycine bolt 

wedgewell gels (Invitrogen). Gels were stained using InstaBlue Coomassie and each sample 

divided into 10 slices. Gel slices were prepared using the Qiagen BioRobot 3000 prior to 

trypsin digestion and peptide extraction. UltiMate 3000 HPLC series (Dionex) was used for 

peptide concentration and separation. Samples were trapped on precolumn, Acclaim PepMap 

100 C18, 5 µm, 100A 300 µm i.d. x 5mm (Dionex) and separated in Nano Series™ Standard 

Columns 75 µm i.d. x 15 cm2, packed with C18 PepMap100, 3 µm, 100Å (Dionex). The 

gradient used was from 3.2% to 44% solvent B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) for 30 min. 

The column was then washed with 90 % mobile phase B before re-equilibrating at 3.2 % 

mobile phase B. Peptides were eluted directly (~ 350 nL min-1) via a Triversa Nanomate 

nanospray source (Advion Biosciences) into a QExactive HF Orbitrap mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The spray voltage of QE HF was set to 1.7 kV through Triversa 

NanoMate and heated capillary at 275 °C. The mass spectrometer performed a full FT-MS 

scan (m/z 380−1600) and subsequent HCD MS/MS scans of the 20 most abundant ions with 

dynamic exclusion setting 15S. Full scan mass spectra were recorded at a resolution of 

120,000 at m/z 200 and ACG target of 3×106. Precursor ions were fragmented in HCD MS/MS 

with resolution set up at 15,000 and a normalized collision energy of 28. ACG target for HCD 

MS/MS was 1x 105. The width of the precursor isolation window was 1.2 m/z and only multiply 

charged precursor ions were selected for MS/MS. Spectra were acquired for 56 min. The MS 

and MS/MS scans were searched against Uniprot database using Protein Discovery 2.2 

software, Sequest HT algorithm (Thermo Fisher). Variable modifications were deamidation (N 
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and Q), oxidation (M) and phosphorylation (S, T and Y). The precursor mass tolerance was 

10 ppm, and the MS/MS mass tolerance was 0.02Da. Two missed cleavage was allowed, and 

data were filtered with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.01. Proteins with at least two high 

confidence peptides are listed. 
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Supplementary tables 

Table 1 – siRNA 

siRNA name Sequence 

NTC (Renilla 

Luciferase) 

CUUACGCUGAGUACUUCGA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UCGAAGUACUCAGCGUAAG [dT][dT]           

RAD51 Ex9 CCCUUUACAGAACAGACUA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UAGUCUGUUCUGUAAAGGG [dT][dT] 

RAD51 Ex11 UGAAGCUAUGUUCGCCAUU [dT][dT] 

[Phos]AAUGGCGAACAUAGCUUCA [dT][dT] 

SUMO1 Ex2 CUCAAAGUCAUUGGACAGGAU [dT][dT] 

[Phos]AUCCUGUCCAAUGACUUUGAG [dT][dT] 

SUMO1 UTR CCUUCAUAUUACCCUCUCCUU [dT][dT] 

[Phos]AAGGAGAGGGUAAUAUGAAGG [dT][dT] 

SUMO2 UTR A GUACGUAGCUGUUACAUGU [dT][dT] 

[Phos]ACAUGUAACAGCUACGUAC [dT][dT] 

SUMO2 UTR B GCGUCUUGUUGUUUAAAUA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UAUUUAAACAACAAGACGC [dT][dT] 

SUMO3 Ex2 GCAAGCUGAUGAAGGCCUA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UAGGCCUUCAUCAGCUUGC [dT][dT] 

SUMO3 UTR GGGAUGAAUCUGUAACUUA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UAAGUUACAGAUUCAUCCC [dT][dT] 

SUMO4 #2 ACCUCCCGUAGGCUGUUGAAA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UUUCAACAGCCUACGGGAAGGU [dT][dT] 

SUMO4 #3 ACUGUGCAGGUUUGUCUGUUC [dT][dT] 

[Phos]GAACAGACAAACCUGCACAGU [dT][dT] 

SENP1 Ex6 CCGAAAGACCUCAAGUGGAUU [dT][dT] 

[Phos]AAUCCACUUGAGGUCUUUCGG [dT][dT] 

SENP1 Ex12 CCGAAAGACCUCAAGUGGAUU [dT][dT] 

[Phos]AAUCCACUUGAGGUCUUUCGG [dT][dT] 

SENP2 Ex4 ACAAUGCUGCCAGCUUAUUUG [dT][dT] 

[Phos]CAAAUAAGCUGGCAGCAUUGU [dT][dT] 

SENP2 Ex13 GAGGAGAUAUUCAGACAUU [dT][dT] 

[Phos]AAUGUCUGAAUAUCUCCUC [dT][dT] 

SENP3 Ex1 CCUCGCUGACAUUCCACUGGA[dT][dT] 

[Phos]UCCAGUGGAAUGUCAGCGAGG 

SENP5 Ex2 CCUUACCAGAACAUCGUUCUA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UAGAACGAUGUUCUGGUAAGG [dT][dT] 

SENP5 UTR CACUAUUGUUACCUCAAAUUU [dT][dT] 

[Phos]AAAUUUGAGGUAACAAUAGUG [dT][dT] 

SENP6 Ex CACAGGAUUAACAACCAAGAA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UUCUUGGUUGUUAAUCCUGUG [dT][dT] 

SENP7 Ex5 AUGUCCUAUGGACGGAUUUAG [dT][dT] 

[Phos]CUAAAUCCGUCCAUAGGACAU [dT][dT] 

SENP7 Ex14 GAAUUGAAGCUGAAAGAUAUU [dT][dT] 
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[Phos]AAUAUCUUUCAGCUUCAAUUC [dT][dT] 

UBC9 Ex8 AGCAGAGGCCUACACGAUUUA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UAAAUCGUGUAGGCCUCUGCU 

UBC9 Ex9 AGAAGUUUGCGCCCUCAUAAG [dT][dT] 

[Phos]CUUAUGAGGGCGCAAACUUCU [dT][dT] 

UBC13  SMARTPool L-003920-00-0005 

RNF8  UGGACAAUUAUGGACAACA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UGUUGUCCAUAAUUGUCCA [dT][dT] 

RNF168 UTR GCUGCUCUCUAGGCACACUCA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UGAGUGUGCCUAGAGAGCAGC [dT][dT] 

RAP80 Ex7 CCAUUGCUGAAAGCCUGAAUA [dT][dT] 

[Phos]UAUUCAGGCUUUCAGCAAUGG 

RAP80 UTR AUAGUGGUCCCUAGUUCAUUG [dT][dT] 

[Phos]CAAUGAACUAGGGACCACUAU [dT] [dT 

RNF4 Ex9 UCACAUAUACGUCUCUGUC [dT][dT] 

[Phos]GACAGAGACGUAUAUGUGA [dT][dT] 

RNF4 Ex11 AACGAUGAGACGUCCAUUC [dT][dT] 

[Phos]GAAUGGACGUCUCAUCGUU [dT][dT] 
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Table 2 – antibodies 

 

 

 

Antibody Catalogue 

number 

Supplier Concentration / Use 

FLAG (Gt) ab1257 Abcam 1:1000 (WB) 

FLAG M2 (Ms) F1804 Sigma 1:2000 (WB, IF) 

GAPDH 6C5 (Ms) CB1001 Calbiochem 1:5000 (WB) 

HA.11 (Ms) 901501 Biolegend 1:1000 (WB, IF) 

53BP1 (Gt) AF1877 R&D System 1:2000 (IF) 

53BP1 (Rb) ab36823 Abcam 1:2000 (IF) 

PML C7 (Ms) ab96051 Abcam 1:1000 (IF) 

PML (Rb) PA5-79835 Invitrogen 1:1000 (IF) 

SENP1 (Rb) ab108981 Abcam 1:1000 (WB) 

SENP3 (Rb) ab124790 Abcam 1:1000 (WB) 

SENP6 (Rb) HPA024376 Merck 1:1000 (WB) 

SUMO1 Y299 (Rb) ab32058 Abcam 1:1000 (WB, IF) 

SUMO1 21C7 (Ms) 33-2411 Invitrogen 1:500 (WB, IF) 

SUMO2/3 8A2 (Ms) ab81371 Abcam 1:1000 (WB, IF) 

SUMO2/3 12F3 (Ms) ASM23 Cytoskeleton 1:1000 (WB, IF) 

H2AX-pSer139 (Ms) ab2893 Abcam 1:2000 (IF) 

H2AX-pSer139 (Rb) ab22551 Abcam 1:2000 (IF) 

MDC1 (Rb) PLA-0016 Bethyl 1:1000 (IF) 

MYC (Ms) ab32 Abcam 1:1000 (IF) 

Vinculin (Rb) ab129002 Abcam 1:2000 (WB) 

BARD1 (Rb) ab64164 Abcam 1:1000 (IF) 

RPA32-pSer33 ab211877 Abcam 1:1000 (IF) 

RAD51 (Rb) PC130 Calbiochem 1:1000 (IF) 

SP100 (Rb) HPA017384 Atlas 1:1000 (IF) 

RAP80 (Rb) NBP1-87156 Novus 1:1000 (IF) 

BRCC36 (Rb) 3418-1 Epitomics 1:1000 (WB) 

Ubc9 ab75854 Abcam 1:500 (WB) 

    

Goat α Mouse AF 488 A11001 LifeTech 1:2000 (IF) 

Goat α Rabbit AF 488 A11008 LifeTech 1:2000 (IF) 

Goat α Mouse AF 555 A21422 LifeTech 1:2000 (IF) 

Goat α Rabbit AF 555 A21428 LifeTech 1:2000 (IF) 

Rabbit α Mouse HRP P0161 DAKO 1:10,000 (WB) 

Swine α Rabbit HRP P0217 DAKO 1:10,000 (WB) 
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Table 3 - drugs 

Chemical / Treatment  Manufacturer / Product code  Dosage / Time   

Camptothecin (CPT)  Merck 208925  1 M 2 hr  

Doxycycline  Merck D9891  1 g/ mL 72 hr  

Cisplatin Selleck S1166 1 M 2 hr  

Olaparib Selleck S1060 10 M 2 hr  

Hygromycin B  Invitrogen H044-81VS  100 g/ mL   

Iodoacetamide (IAA)  Merck I1149  200 mM  

Ionising Radiation  CellRad Irradiator (Precision X Ray) 4 Gy  

ML-792  Selleck S8697  1 M 3 hr  
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Figure 1 

a) Western blot of cells treated with siRNA to SUMO1 (siSUMO1) and to SUMO2 (siSUMO2) 

and SUMO3 (siSUMO3). The SUMO2/3 antibody detects both SUMO2 and SUMO3, with 

SUMO2 being the dominant isoform. siNTC is siRNA to non-targeting control (siNTC). 

b-c) U2OS DR3 (HR reporter) or EJ5 (NHEJ reporter) co-transfected with siRNA and DNA for  

SceI and RFP as a transfection marker. Events were gated on RFP (SceI transfection) and 

GFP (repair reporter). Repair efficiency is calculated relative to siNTC/RFP transfected cells 

expressed as 100%. Error bars = SEM. 

d) U2OS siRNA depleted with indicated siRNA for 48 hr prior to IR (4 Gy) and fixation at 

indicated times. Cells were incubated with EdU (10 M) 30 min prior to irradiation. The number 

of γH2AX foci were counted in EdU negative and positive cells (Supplemental Figure 1a). 

N=~150 cells from 3 experimental repeats, bars denote SEM. 

e) As for d) staining MDC1 foci 

f) As for d) but using U2OS myc-RNF168 cells and immunostaining with myc antibody. 

g) As for d) staining 53BP1 foci 

h) as for d) staining phospho-Ser33 RPA32 foci in EdU positive cells 

i) as for d) staining with RAD51 in EdU positive cells 

j-m) colony survival in U2OS treated with indicated siRNA for 48 hours prior to treatment j) – 

2 Gy IR, k) – 1 M camptothecin (CPT), l) - 1 M Cisplatin, m – 10 M Olaparib. All drug 

treatments for 2 hr. Error bars show SEM, n=3. Statistical significance by two-tailed t-test 

between siNTC and siSUMO. 

n) colony survival in parental U2OSFlpIn and SUMO4KO cl.1.11 (gRNA #1) and cl.4.57 (gRNA 

#4). Treated with IR at the indicated dose. N=3 error bars = SEM. 
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Figure 2 

a) U2OS treated with doxycycline for 48 hrs to induce expression of 6xHis-HA SUMO4 WT, 

V94X (artificially matured and conjugatable) or T91X (truncated before di-Gly and un-

conjugatable). Lysates were immunoblotted with HA antibody. 

b) SUMO4KO cells dox treated for 48 hr to induce HA-FLAG SUMO4 expression prior to IR 

treatment (4 Gy) and fixation 2 hr later followed by immunostaining for 53BP1 foci. N=~150 

cells from 3 experiments, bars denote mean. 

c) As for b) but for RAD51. 

d) cells treated as for b) but treated with 2 Gy IR prior to plating for colony survival. 

e) as for d) but with U2OS treated with siRNA against SUMO4 for 48 hr with concurrent dox 

treatment to induce expression of siRNA resistant 6xHis-HA SUMO4 cDNA. 

f) U2OS DR3 (HR reporter) or EJ5 (NHEJ reporter) co-transfected with siRNA and DNA for 

SceI and RFP or RFP-SUMO4. Events gated on GFP (repair reporter) and RFP (positive 

transfection). Repair efficiency is calculated relative to siNTC/RFP transfected cells expressed 

as 100%. Error bars = SEM. 
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Figure 3 

a) Alignment using Clustal Omega of human SUMO1 (aa 22-78), SUMO2 (aa 18-74), SUMO3 

(aa 18-73) and SUMO4 (aa 18-74). The SIM binding groove is highlighted in blue and 

methionine 55 of SUMO4 in red. 

b) Location of M55 highlighted in red (M54 in SUMO3 and M59 in SUMO1) on crystal 

structures of indicated SUMO isoforms. The SIM interacting groove is highlighted in blue. 

c) U2OS SUMO4KO cells complemented with HA-FLAG SUMO4 WT, QFI-A and M55V were 

treated with dox for 48 hours prior to IR (4 Gy) and fixed 2 hr later. 53BP1 foci number are 

scored / cell. The parental U2OSFlpIn are used as controls. N= a total of ~ 200 cells from 3 

experimental repeats. Bars denote mean. 

d) As for c) but cells were pulsed with EdU 30 min prior to irradiation. RAD51 foci are scored 

in EdU positive cells only.  

e) U2OS-DR3 cells were siRNA depleted of SUMO4 and transfected with SceI, RFP or RFP-

SUMO4 simultaneously. Cells were gated on GFP/RFP positivity and are calculated relative 

to siNTC. N=3 experiments performed in triplicate. 

f) Colony survival in U2OS siRNA depleted of SUMO4 and treated with doxycycline for 72 

hours to express siRNA resistant SUMO4 cDNA. Cells were irradiated with 2 Gy, n=3. 

g) as for f) but using doxycycline treated U2OS SUMO4KO complemented with HA-FLAG 

SUMO4 cDNA, n=3. 
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Figure 4 

a) Venn diagram of SUMO4 interactors with published SUMO interaction datasets. All SUMO4 

interactors in HEK293 (untreated and IR, WT, QFI-A and M55V) with a >3-fold enrichment of 

PSM is included in the SUMO4 dataset (n=500). The dataset from Shire 2016 (Shire et al., 

2016) contains interactors of synthetic tetraSUMO2 constructs from HEK293 nuclear extracts 

(n=67). The Gonzalez-Prieto 2021 dataset  (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2021) includes interactors 

of SUMO2 and triSUMO2 in HeLa (n= 587). The Bruninghoff 2020  (Bruninghoff et al., 2020) 

dataset includes cross linked interactors of SUMO2, diSUMO2 and triSUMO2 from HeLa 

nuclear lysates (n=337). Representative proteins at the intersections of each dataset are 

shown and are colour coded depending on their SUMO4 interaction. 

 

b) Heat map of putative SUMO4 interactors in untreated and irradiated HEK293. Fold 

enrichment of PSMs between SUMO4 IP and respective control IP is shown from pale yellow 

(3x) to dark red (>20x). The interactors are divided by interaction with SUMO4 mutant, the top 

25 most enriched proteins are shown for each group. 
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Figure 5 

a) SUMO conjugates in whole cell lysates from U2OS or U2OS SUMO4KO cells treated with 4 

Gy IR and lysed at indicated time points. 

b) U2OS or U2OS SUMO4KO cells treated with 4 Gy IR and pre-extracted to remove soluble 

material and fixed at 2 hr, immunostained with SUMO1 antibody. Fluorescent intensity per cell 

is shown in arbitrary units (AU) from ~100 cells per condition. 

c) as for b) but SUMO2/3 intensity. 

d) U2OS treated with SUMO4 siRNA for 48 hr and doxycycline to induce HA-SUMO4 

expression, followed by IR (4 Gy) treatment and fixation at 2 hr. N= ~150 cells. Cells were 

immunostained with SUMO1 antibody and quantified as for b) 

e) As for d) but with SUMO2/3 intensity. 

f) U2OS cells treated with indicated siRNA for 48 hr, treated with IR and fixed at indicated time 

points followed by immunostaining with PML antibody, n =~150 cells. 

g) representative image of PML-NBs 2 hr post irradiation from non-targeting control and 

SUMO4 siRNA treated cells. Scale bar = 10 m. 

h) cells treated as for d) but with PML antibody immunostaining. 

i) as for d) but with SP100 antibody. 

j) U2OS SUMO4KO cells treated with 1 M ML-792 or DMSO for 1 hour prior to irradiation (4 

Gy) and fixation 2 hr later, n = ~150 cells from 3 experiments. 

k) as for j) but with a 30 min pulse of EdU before irradiation and immunostaining with RAD51 

antibody.  

l) Cells treated as for j) but plated immediately after IR (2 Gy) for colony survival, n =4. 

m) as for l) but with a 48 hr treatment with SUMO4 siRNA. 

n) Immunoblot of lysates from U2OS siRNA depleted for SUMO4 or UBC9 for 48 hr prior to 

irradiation (4 Gy) and fixation at 2 hr, n =~150.  

o) Cells treated as for n) but with IR treatment (4 Gy) and fixation at 2 hr, followed by 

immunofluorescent detection of 53BP1 foci. 

p) as for o) but with RAD51 foci in EdU labelled cells. 
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Figure 6 

a) Immunoblot of SUMO1-conjugate loss in U2OS, SUMO4KO or SUMO4KO - HA-FLAG 

SUMO4 WT (doxycycline induced for 48 hr). Cells were lysed in buffer containing cysteine 

protease inhibitor IAA (200 mM) (0 time point) or buffer without IAA. A fraction of extract was 

removed at indicated times and denatured to stop further deconjugation. Lysates were blotted 

with SUMO1 antibody 

b) quantification of a) from three experimental repeats. The % remaining SUMO1 is calculated 

by densitometry relative to the 0 control (lysed in buffer containing IAA and denatured 

immediately). Error bars = SEM. 

c) SUMO2/3-conjugate loss as for a) but lysates probed with SUMO2/3 antibody 

d) quantification of c). 

e) HA-SUMO1 vinyl sulfone labelling of SENP1 in cell extracts from U2OS or U2OS SUMO4KO 

that had been either untreated (UT) or irradiated with (4 Gy). Reactions were immunoblotted 

with SENP1 antibody and the relative amount of upper band (SUMO1-VS labelled SENP1) 

versus unlabelled SENP1 (lower band) was calculated from 4 experiments. As controls, 

lysates were incubated with the cysteine protease inhibitor IAA to prevent labelling (+ IAA) or 

were not incubated with HA-SUMO1 vinyl-sulfone (no S1-VS). Representative panels of 

SENP1 blots are shown. 

f) as for e) but using HA-SUMO2 vinyl sulfone labelling of SENP1 in SUMO4 deficient and 

complemented cells. 

g) as for e) but with the addition of SUMO4KO + WT, QFI-A or M55V SUMO4 cell lines induced 

with dox for 48 hr. Lysates were made and quantified as for e). N=4. A representative 

immunoblot of SENP1 labelling is shown. 

h) U2OS siRNA depleted for SENP1 or SUMO4 for 48 hr. Lysates were prepared as for a). 

Error bars denote SEM, n=3. Representative panels of SUMO2/3 conjugates are shown. 

i) Colony assays in U2OS treated with siRNA to SENP1, SUMO4 or both for 48 hr prior to 

irradiation (4 Gy). Error bars = SEM, n=3. 

j) Cells treated as for i) but fixed 2 hr post IR (4 Gy) for immunostaining for 53BP1. N=~150 

from 3 experiments. Bars denote mean. 

k) as for j) but with RAD51 in EdU positive cells. 

l) Immunoblot of SENP1 expression levels in U2OS siRNA treated to reduce endogenous 

SENP1 and complemented with either WT or C603A (CA) catalytic mutant siRNA resistant 

cDNA. 

m) U2OS FLAG SENP1 cells siRNA depleted with SENP1, and doxycycline treated to induce 

WT or catalytic mutants (C603A) SENP1. Cells were fixed 2 hr post 4 Gy and immunostained 

with γH2AX antibody, n =~150 cells, bar denotes mean. 

n) as for l) but for RAD51 

o) colony survival in cells treated as for l) but with 2 Gy IR, n=4, error bars denote SEM 
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Figure 7 

a) U2OS treated with indicated siRNA for 48 hr prior to irradiation (4 Gy) and fixation at 

indicated times followed by immunostaining with RAP80 antibody. Statistical difference by two 

tailed t-test between siNTC and siSUMO for each time point, n =~150 cells. Horizontal bars 

denote mean. 

b) U2OS treated with SUMO4 siRNA and dox to induce expression of 6xHis-HA SUMO4 and 

mutants for 48 hr prior to irradiation (4 Gy) and fixation at 2 hr followed by immunostaining 

with RAP80 antibody. Statistical difference by two tailed t-test between SUMO4 WT and 

SUMO4 QFI-A or M55V complemented cells. N=~150 cells. Horizontal bars denote mean. 

c) U2OS or U2OS FLAG SENP1 cells treated with SENP1 siRNA and dox to induce siRNA 

resistant FLAG-SENP1 expression for 48 hr followed by irradiation (4 Gy) and fixation 2 hr 

later. Statistical differences (two tailed t-test) between SENP1 depleted cells and SENP1 WT 

or C603A (catalytic mutant) complemented cells is shown. N~150 cells. 

d) U2OS, U2OS FLAG SENP1 WT, or C603A cells were dox treated for 48 hr to induce SENP1 

overexpression followed by IR (4 Gy) and fixation 2 hr later. N~200 cells, statistical difference 

by two tailed t-test. Horizontal bars denote mean. 

e) Immunoblot of SENP1 over-expression from U2OS cells expressing dox induced FLAG-

SENP1 WT or C603A catalytic mutant. The effects on total SUMO1 and SUMO2/3 conjugate 

levels are shown. 

f) U2OS siRNA depleted with indicated SENP (SUMO protease) for 48 hr prior to IR (4 Gy) 

and fixation 2 hr later and immunostaining for RAP80 foci. N= ~150 cells from 3 experiments. 

Horizontal bars denote mean. Significance determined by two tailed t-test. 

g) As for f) but with SENP1 and SUMO4 siRNA treatment. 

h-i) U2OS and U2OS SUMO4KO treated with indicated siRNA 48 hr prior to irradiation (4 Gy) 

and fixation 2 hr later. N~150 cells. Horizontal bars denote mean. 

j) Immunoblot of HA and total BRCC36 levels in SUMO 4KO cells overexpressing dox inducible 

HA-BRCC36 WT and HQ (catalytic deficient). 

k-l-m) U2OS SUMO4KO treated for 24 hr with dox to induce over-expression of FLAG-Abraxas 

WT, SA (S404A/S406A – BRCA1 interaction mutant) or HA-BRCC36 WT, HQ (H124Q/H126Q 

– catalytic mutant). Parental U2OS and SUMO4KO were used as controls. Cells were treated 

with i- 2 Gy IR, j- 1 M CPT / 2 hr, or k- 10 M olaparib / 2 hr. N=3 (IR) or 4 (CPT and olaparib). 

Statistical difference by two tailed t-test is shown. Error bars = SEM.  
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Supplemental Figure 1 

a) Immunoblot of lysates from U2OS cells expressing 6xHis-HA SUMO4 WT (non siRNA 

resistant) cDNA following siRNA treatment and doxycycline treatment for 48 hr. 

b) U2OS siRNA depleted with indicated siRNA for 48 hr prior to IR (4 Gy) and fixation at 

indicated times. Cells were incubated with EdU (10 m) 30 min prior to irradiation. The number 

of γH2AX foci were counted in EdU positive cells. N=~150 cells from 3 experimental repeats, 

bars denote SEM. 

c) as for b) but with MDC1 foci in EdU positive (S phase) cells. 

d) as for b) but with myc-RNF168 in EdU positive (S phase) cells. 

e) as for b) but with 53BP1 in EdU positive (S phase) cells. 

f) Colony survival in HeLa siRNA depleted with indicated siRNA for 48 hr prior to treatment 

with IR (2 Gy), CPT or cisplatin (1 M 2hr). Error bars = SEM, n=3. Statistical significance is 

relative to the siNTC for each treatment using two tailed t-test.  

g-h) colony survival in parental U2OSFlpIn and SUMO4KO cl.1.11 (gRNA #1) and cl.4.57 (gRNA 

#4). Treated with CPT (g) or cisplatin (h) at the indicated dose for 2 hr. N=3 error bars = SEM. 
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Supplemental Figure 2 

a) Localisation of 6xHis-HA SUMO4 in U2OS treated with doxycycline to induce expression 

for 48 hours prior to fixation and immunostaining with HA antibody. 

b-c) U2OS or U2OS – 6xHis-HA SUMO4 siRNA treated to deplete endogenous SUMO4 with 

concomitant dox addition to induce expression of siRNA resistant SUMO4 cDNA for 48 hr prior 

to IR (4 Gy) and fixation 2 hr later followed by immunostaining for 53BP1 (b) or RAD51 (c). 

d-f) SUMO4KO cells dox treated for 48 hr to induce HA-FLAG SUMO4 expression prior to 

treatment with d) CPT (1 M), e) cisplatin (1 M) or f) olaparib (10 M) for 2 hr. 

g-h) as for d-f) but using SUMO4 siRNA and dox to induce expression of siRNA resistant 

SUMO4 cDNA g) CPT (1 M), h) cisplatin (1 M) or i) olaparib (10 M) for 2 hr. 
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Supplemental Figure 3 

a) Colony survival assay in 6xHis-HA SUMO4 complemented U2OS treated as for figure 3g 

but with CPT at 1 M for 2 hours prior to plating. 

b) as for a) but with 1 M cisplatin. 

c) as for a) but with 10 M olaparib. 

d-f) Colony survival in U2OS SUMO4KO treated with doxycycline for 48 hours to express 

SUMO4 cDNA. Cells were treated the following 2 hr prior to plating d) CPT (1 M), e) cisplatin 

(1 M), or f) olaparib (10 M). 

 g) Immunoblot of expression levels of 6xHis-HA SUMO4 in dox treated SUMO4KO cells. 

h) Survival assays using U2OS SUMO4KO cells complemented by doxycycline treatment for 

48 hr to induce expression of 6xHis-HA SUMO4. After doxycycline cells were either irradiated 

or treated with cisplatin or olaparib continuously for an additional 5 days. Cells were fixed and 

stained with crystal violet and measured by absorption. Survival is shown as a % relative to 

untreated controls. N=4. 

i) Number of γH2AX foci / cell in U2OS SUMO4KO cells treated with doxycycline to induce 

expression of 6xHis-HA SUMO4 for 48 hr prior to irradiation (4 Gy) and fixation 2 hr later. N= 

~150 cells from 3 experimental repeats. Bars denote mean. Statistical significance by two 

tailed t-test is shown relative to the SUMO4 WT complemented cells.  

j) as for h) but measuring 53BP1 foci. 

k) as for h) but measuring RAD51 foci in EdU positive cells. 
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Supplemental Figure 4 

a) SUMO1, SUMO2/3, SENP1,3 and 6 levels in whole cell lysates from two independent 

SUMO4KO clones. 

b) PML-NB numbers in U2OS SUMO4KO cells doxycycline treated to induce 6xHis-HA SUMO4 

for 48 hr prior to irradiation (4 Gy) and fixation 2 hr later. N=~150 cells from 3 experiments. 

c) U2OS SUMO4KO cells UBC9 siRNA depleted for 48 hr prior to IR (4 Gy) and fixation 2 hr 

later, followed by immunostaining for 53BP1 foci, n =~150 cells.  
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Supplemental Figure 5 

a) HA-SUMO2 vinyl sulfone labelling of SENP3 in cell extracts from U2OS or U2OS SUMO4KO 

that had been either untreated (UT) or irradiated with (4 Gy). Reactions were immunoblotted 

with SENP3 antibody and the relative amount of upper band (SUMO1-VS labelled SENP3) 

versus unlabelled SENP3 (lower band) was calculated from 4 experiments. As controls, 

lysates were incubated with the cysteine protease inhibitor IAA to prevent labelling (+ IAA) or 

were not incubated with HA-SUMO2 vinyl-sulfone (no S2-VS). 

b) Quantification of a). 

c) as for a) but with SENP6 antibody. 

d) Quantification of c). 

e) Colony assays in U2OS treated with siRNA to SENP1, SUMO4 or both for 48 hr prior to 

CPT (1 M 2 hr) Error bars = SEM, n=3. 

f) as for e) but cisplatin (1 M 2 hr) 

g) as for e) but olaparib (10 M 2 hr). 

h) U2OS siRNA depleted for 48 hr with indicated siRNA before 4 Gy IR and fixing 2 hr later. 

Cells were immunostained with MDC1 antibody and counted for foci / cell. N= ~150 cells from 

3 experiments. Bars show mean. 

i) As for h) but using myc-RNF168 expressing U2OS and immunostaining for myc. 

j) U2OS or U2OS-FLAG SENP1 were treated with SENP1 siRNA for 48 hr with concomitant 

dox addition to induce expression of siRNA resistant SENP1 cDNA. Cells were treated with 

CPT (1 M 2 hr) prior to plating for colony survival. N=4, error bars show SEM, and statistical 

significance is determined by two tailed t-test. 

k) as for j) but with cisplatin (1 M 2 hr). 

l) as for j) but with olaparib (10 M 2 hr). 
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